1.16 Vibrodiagnostics

Technical conditions for machinery vibrodiagnostics. This Standard applies to all Škoda Auto plants.
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1. 
1. Key terms - definitions

**Technical diagnostics** - science dealing with disassembly-free and non-destructive methods of assessing the technical condition of machinery.

**Vibrodiagnostics** - method of diagnosing the technical condition of machinery in which vibrations are used as the source of input information for subsequent analysis.

**Vibrations** - dynamic phenomenon in which primary elements or solid bodies make back-and-forth motion around a position of equilibrium.

**Diagnosis** - the outcome of analysing the current technical condition of machinery, i.e. assessing the operability of such machinery under the given operating conditions. The key tasks of the diagnosis process include:
- Detection - detecting the existence of a starting defect;
- Localisation - identifying the location of the defective part or the “node” of the starting defect;
- Specification - identifying the root cause of the starting defect by assessing the diagnostics signal;
- Prediction - forecasting (estimating) the residual lifespan (the time until necessary repair) for the sake of strategic planning and management of the maintenance process.

**Vibration measurement parameters:**

- **Deviation** - unit: mm or µm, in cases where it is possible to use a relative vibration sensor, a deviation diagram, orbits, etc.
- **Speed** - unit: mm/s; effective value of vibrations under ČSN ISO 10816 and ČSN 122011 (standards), spectrums, time record, etc.
- **Acceleration** - unit: g or mm/s²; effective value, top value, time record, spectrum, etc.

**Diagnostics tools** - technological equipment and methods that make it possible to analyse and assess the condition of the machinery to be diagnosed.

2. Vibrodiagnostics options and methods

- The basic measurement takes the form of identifying the overall machinery-generated vibrations. Primarily, the purpose is to identify mechanical conditions such as disbalance, misalignment, mechanical loosening, bent shaft, resonance, problems with belt transmissions, etc. This type of measurement is defined in standards that deal with vibration levels admissible for the machinery concerned (ČSN 122011 – ventilators, ČSN ISO 10816 – general standard for most types of machinery). The objective of the measurement is to identify the speed of vibration in mm/sec over a range of 10 – 1000 Hz in RMS detection (all of the aforesaid standards apply to this measurement method). An exception is the assessment of vibration levels on machine tools, where stricter criteria are required and where long-term monitoring has led to identifying recommended vibration levels.

- Measurement of vibration accelerations over suitably selected ranges is successfully applied in checking the lubrication status of slide and roller bearings, detecting electrical problems on electric motors and checking the gearing and lubrication status in transmissions.

Depending on the method applied, vibrodiagnostics can be divided into the following types:

- **One-off machinery status measurement** - identifying the current status; predicting further development of the detected conditions/statuses is difficult, though;
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- **Periodic-round diagnostics** – manual measurement done in regular intervals (monthly to quarterly); effective system of predicting further development of the detected conditions/statuses.

- **Continuous ONLINE measurement** – uninterrupted monitoring of the condition of machinery; usually involves protection mechanisms, i.e. the machinery concerned is shut down upon exceeding pre-set alarm levels.

3. Vibrodiagnostics system - generally proposed process/design

Process of designing a technological diagnostics system (vibrodiagnostics system) in a project solution:

**Defining the machinery to be diagnosed**
- Assessing operating reliability;
- Ensuring necessary technical parameters and providing necessary technical documentation;
- Assessing the possibilities and benefits of using vibrodiagnostics methods.

**Developing methods for measuring the machinery to be diagnosed**
- **Drafting a user manual for the vibrodiagnostics system**
  - Diagrams of the machinery to be diagnosed, including exact specification of measurement locations;
  - Specifying the type of vibration sensors;
  - Specifying the sensor-fitting method and the measurement directions;
  - Specifying the measurement device and the parameters to be measured;
  - Specifying the monitoring method/time cycle.

4. Vibration sensors and their locations

When measuring vibrations, the output signal should reflect the process of mechanical vibration as accurately as possible. We require sensors whose output can be processed to provide any parameter (vibration deviation, speed, acceleration). The sensors are fitted to the stationary (non-rotary) part of the machine. If and as necessary, the measurement will include the use of both relative and absolute vibration sensors.

- **Sensor fitting methods**
  - Fixed screw joint
  - Solid glue

- **Key rules for selecting the measurement location**
  - The sensors are placed as near the shaft mount as possible;
  - The sensors are placed to non-rotary parts of the structure, most often on the bearing house/bearing base;
  - The sensor directions and marking has to be clear to make it possible to perform the measurement repeatedly;
  - The measurement has to be done under identical operating conditions.

5. Vibration measurement

Is done and is required in order to check compliance with vibration speed limits \( v_{ef} \text{ mm/s} \) on structures where the alignment of structural units, balance, structural rigidity, belt transmission play etc. are determined by the quality of installation and, in bigger machinery, by the rotating mass. Where the machinery concerned falls under ČSN ISO 10816 in terms of its power output and operating revs, this standard has to be observed.
Is done and is required in order to identify trends regarding high-frequency acceleration parameters (in g or mm/s²), the objective being to predict the residual lifespan of slide and roller bearings and identify the wear of transmission gearing.

Is done and is required in order to identify the root cause of increased vibrations caused by disbalances, mechanical loosening, misalignment, resonance, defects on slide and roller bearings, electrical problems on electric motors, to identify the wear of transmission gearing, etc.

6. Result interpretation

The results of analyses are required to provide clear information about the current condition of the machinery concerned and, when measuring excessive vibrations in order to identify their root cause, also to provide recommendations for improving the current status. The result interpretation will vary depending on the proposed measurement method.

One-off measurement to identify the root causes of excessive vibrations

The output of this type of measurement is a report to contain:

- Type of analyser and type of sensor applied;
- Measurement locations illustration (diagram);
- Analyses performed, frequency ranges, units;
- Measurement process evaluation;
- Improvement recommendations.

Online diagnostics

The output of continuous vibration measurement will take the form of an application used to visualise the current condition of the machinery concerned and specify the respective limits – the staff (operator) will be notified of any case of exceeding such limits. The system will be used as a tool for planning preventative maintenance and for timely replacement of worn-out components.

7. Roles and responsibilities

The vibrodiagnostics coordinator, supervisor, methodologist and approver of its technical solution is the Company’s Vibrodiagnostics Engineer, a PSZ/1 staff member. The technicians responsible for the maintenance of the vibrodiagnostics system are the respective machinery maintenance units or contractors responsible for the maintenance of vibrodiagnostics system components in cooperation with the Vibrodiagnostics Engineer.

8. List of approved manufacturers

The list of manufacturers of complete vibrodiagnostics systems applies to deliveries of new machinery. If, for technical reasons, it is necessary to select a manufacturer that is not on the list of suppliers, such a decision will be subject to written consent from ŠKODA AUTO a.s., the Vibrodiagnostics Coordinator.

- SKF
- Adash
- IFM
- DIF
- FAG